
 The Fantasy of a Psychopath
A Response to Alemayehu Gebremariam’s Diatribe on GERD, the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam

By Gezu Karma

(gezuk2011@yahoo.com)On January 14, 2016 Alemayehu Gebremariam (Al-Mariam), produced an article about the GERD,  the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, first entitled “The Damnation of Ethiopia by the T-TPLF”,  later changed to “The Dam - Nation of Ethiopia”. The piece is filled with distortions of facts, cherry picked from  hostile  writers  from Egypt  and elsewhere.  The article  betrays  Al-Mariam’s  ill  will  toward his country of origin.  About this later on!In the following sections I first put forth, by way of providing brief background material, the facts about GERD, about which Al Mariam chooses to be so oblivious; which he distorts and fabricates,  following  others  with  vested  interest  to  oppose  any  water  resources  development  Ethiopia  is undertaking.  Then I will dwell about his “Strategic Analysis” which actually is pimping disguised as advice he is unabashedly providing to Egypt.  I  will  simply select and enumerate parts from his article that are telling about the writer. I would urge the reader to go through the whole piece and  judge for herself or himself. Finally, I conclude by stating that his entire tirade amounts to nothing  and Ethiopia SHALL thrive despite Al Mariam’s ill will, as she has thrived despite his ilk in the past. 
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I. Basic Facts about GERD [which Al Mariam distorts]

International Law supports Ethiopia The  substantive  part  of  the  Helsinki  Rule;  the  1997  UN  Water  Convention;  the  Nile  Basin Cooperative  Framework  Agreement;  even the  March 2015 Declaration of  Principles  (signed by Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan) – all major water conventions - recognize the sovereign right of Ethiopia to utilize the water resources in its boundaries on the basis of “equitable and reasonable utilization” and “causing no significant harm”.  These principles undergird many international agreements and declarations pertaining to transboundary waters. Outside this, Ethiopia is not bound by colonial  agreements,  or  their  derivatives,  to  which  she  is  not  a  party.  Establishing  what  constitutes “equitable and reasonable utilization” or “significant harm” among the Basin States requires an agreed upon criteria and scoring and weighting systems to establish water sharing arrangement. In the absence of such Agreement it is impossible – even unfair- to talk about GERD-caused depletion of flow and significant harm to Egypt, as Al Mariam alludes to. Granted, as a lawyer for the hiring, I have no problem if Al Mariam decides to sell his services to the highest bidder, Egypt included, but  he should not be allowed to win cases for his client by lies, fabrications and distorting facts.
GERD, Evaporation Loss, and Dam SafetyThe GERD is  a  dam for  Hydropower generation,  which,  by definition does not  consume water. Whenever water is stored behind dams there is always bound to be water loss from evaporation. However, when water is stored in high altitude, cooler, deep, narrow gorges (such as in the Abbay Gorge) the evaporation loss will be much smaller than when it is stored behind dams in the midst of a desert of high temperatures (such as is the HAD, High Aswan Dam). This is because the surface area of the stored water is much smaller in the former than in the latter. Also, the evaporation from  stored water in higher altitude locations is much smaller than from desert-like environment, as in the lower reaches of the Nile. HAD incurs 12-15 Billion Meter Cube (BMC) of evaporation loss per year  from  about  5,600  square  kilometers  of  surface  area,  while  the  GERD  incurs  1.7BMC evaporation loss  from its  1680 square kilometers surface  area.  The filling  period of  GERD will  reduce the evaporation loss from HAD because it reduces its surface area, saving about 1.4BMC per  year. Hence, the net evaporation loss due to GERD will be 0.3BMC (0.5% of the Blue Nile flow), if we think of Eastern Nile as one hydrologic unit.  Since GERD controls flooding, it also contributes to controlling significant evaporation loss of flood water in Sudan. The net benefit due to GERD in the long  run  is  increase  of  downstream  water  flow,  not  reduction  or  depletion,  contrary  to  Al’s  fabrication. A recent World Bank Study, for example, indicates that during consecutive drought years the Aswan High Dam is  better off with the GERD than without.  That it is better off  with GERD if and when extreme flood happens is uncontestable. During the rainy season of 2003/04, for example, the Blue Nile generated such huge flow which nearly overtopped the High Aswan Dam, and could have led to a catastrophic end. It is only the timely decision of Egyptian Engineers to open the side spillway of the  High Aswan Dam to  spill  54BCM of  water  into  the  Toshka Valley that  saved the Dam and everything downstream. If a similar event repeats itself in the future, a likely scenario, the GERD will be not only the saver of water, but the Savoir of Egypt itself. 
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The filling of GERD and Egypt’s Water Demand It is evident that filling of GERD will temporarily reduce the amount of water reaching the High Aswan Dam, in proportion to the amount of water retained behind GERD. What Al intentionally overlooked is  the  buffering  effect  of  the  High Aswan Dam.  The High Aswan Dam is  over-year-storage scheme with a capacity of 162BCM. Even if we consider Egypt’s claimed annual water use of anything between 50-60BMC, GERD will not affect that. Considering a live storage of 122BMC of  High Aswan Dam and given the observed hydrology of the Blue Nile in the last 50 to 60 years, any water that is retained at GERD to fill the dam as per the GERD design study can be off-set by the  over-year storage capacity of the Aswan High Dam.  That is to say, since HAD retains more water  than Egypt needs in a year, and since GERD filling is phased factoring in rainfall-runoff patterns (i.e.  using only part of the annual Blue Nile flow) Egypt will not be threatened at all.  Once GERD reaches  the minimum operating level after initial filling, some of the turbines will start operating, which will  result in water release downstream, as stored water starts passing through the turbine to generate  electricity.   GERD does not  need to be completely filled in order to release water downstream. Within fewer years than needed to fill GERD, the Aswan High Dam will go back to its pre-filling,  normal level. Al, without any basis and arbitrarily, claims that there will be annual inflow reduction  of 25% into HAD during the filling of the GERD. Mr. Al, Ethiopia has a responsible contingent filling  strategy, which factors in annual runoff. Al even claims that after complete filling of the Dam, inflow to  HAD will  reduce  by  50% annually  –  a  meaningless  claim  that  even Egyptians  would  never  contemplate making!!! 
GERD Operation and Nile Flow RegimeThe full operation of GERD will modify the flow regime in the Nile – for the better.  It is a fact that the Abbay-Blue Nile flow is characterized by very high  inter-annual and annual variability. GERD will even out this variability. Some 80% of the flow of the river occurs during the four rainy months and  the  balance  20%  during  the  remaining  eight.  Once  the  GERD  is  in  place,  however,  this variability will be attenuated to result in a more predictable, even, regulated flow. Water will be retained in the GERD for part of the year and released downstream as electricity is generated and room is made for the incoming flood. The timing of arrival of water at Aswan High Dam during a given year is not very important for Egypt; mainly due to the buffering effect of the High Aswan Dam (it stores water enough to supply Egypt for more than two years). Any water related activity downstream  Aswan  High  Dam  (irrigation,  domestic,  industrial,  recreational,  navigation)  is regulated by the Aswan High Dam. 

GERD, Hydropower Generation and Power Trade
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GERD is designed to generate an annual energy of about 16,000 GWH. In contrast, the High Aswan Dam can produce about 7,500 GWH of energy per year; it is to be noted that HAD operation is primarily to meet water demand for irrigation. Several simulation studies conducted so far indicate that the annual energy generated at the HAD can be reduced by up to 12% during the filling of the GERD (due to the lowered head at Aswan). This translates to about 900 GWH reductions in annual  energy. However, if one factors that the GERD adds 16,000 GWH of energy and results in additional  about 35 percent more energy production for Sudan due to the elevation of generation capacity it  creates, the gain will be evident. At the cost of Egypt’s loss of 900 GWH energy during only the  filling period, a loss which can be negotiated over and some mechanism of compensation worked out, the Eastern Nile power generation as a whole, gains additional 16000 GWH plus 35% energy elevation in Sudan,  as  and when GERD is  full,  with  significant  contribution to  the  evolution of  regional power trade. National demand for energy in Ethiopia is growing at  a rate of 25 - 30% per annum. Currently Ethiopia is trading energy with Djibouti and Sudan. Power transmission interconnection between Ethiopia and Kenya is under construction. Once connected to Kenya, Ethiopia will be integrated into the Eastern Africa Power system that connects to Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi and South Sudan.  There  is  a  power  trade  agreement  with  Djibouti,  Sudan,  Kenya,  South  Sudan,  Uganda, Tanzania and Rwanda. The second phase interconnection with Sudan that will also be extended to South Sudan is under  investigation.  The March 2015 Declaration of  Principles on GERD signed among Ethiopia, Sudan and Egypt accords power purchase priority to the two countries. Al Mariam, in his zest to discredit GERD, even misquotes EEP CEO and inflates the cost of power production. Its topography provides Ethiopia with exceptional advantage in terms of large head and deep narrow gorges making it most suitable to produce hydropower perhaps cheapest in the world. Consider this only:  currently the cost of generation of kilowatt hour of energy For Gibe I and III is 2.6US  cents; 2.4 US cents for Beles; 2.04 US cents for Gibe II; and 1.86US Cents for GERD – while Ethiopia exports at US Cents 10 per kilowatt hour.  Al Mariam’s delusion aside, GERD makes power trade and power  grid  interconnection  among  Egypt,  Sudan and Ethiopia  closer  to  reality,  eventually laying one of the cornerstones for regional integration.
Financing GERD Al Mariam and his ilk gloss over so many injustices Ethiopia suffered in the past, when it suits their agenda. It is public knowledge Ethiopia has been repeatedly frustrated and unfairly held hostage by international  financing institutions when it  came to financing hydropower development,  always seeking the consent of Egypt to give the go-ahead! This is irrespective of the type of Ethiopian  government. It is in the midst of such forbidding international financing climate that Ethiopia opted  to be, to the extent possible, self reliant, and self-financing, despite Al Mariam and his ilk ill will.  There are facts on the ground to prove this. During the last decade alone Ethiopia self-financed 100% Tana Beles (460MW, 400 million USD), Gibe III (1870MW, 1345 Million USD), and 40% of Gibe II (420MW, 460million USD), 20% of Tekeze (300 MW, USD 184Million) and 10% of Gibe I  (188MW,  336  USD  million  worth).  Ethiopia,  motivated  by  the  same  spirit,  and  leveraging  its experience, shall complete the financing of GERD, no matter what, despite the effort of and to the disappointment of Al Mariam and his ilk!!!!
GERD and Water War
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Al Mariam is salivating that this would happen and Ethiopia obliterated. Let us briefly sketch why water war, despite the doomsayers, is a most unlikely scenario, as history attests. Indeed, globally water is an increasingly scarce and limited resource. Growing water scarcity, and increasing water  demand and still  insufficient management of the resources provokes rising competition over its allocation. This competition can potentially lead to conflict within a country and among riparian states.  Despite the potential for dispute in international basins,  however,  the incidence of acute conflict over international water resources is overwhelmed by the rate of cooperation by more than 2-to-1 between 1945 and 1999, implying that violence over water is neither strategically rational, hydrographically effective, nor economically viable.  Despite the gloomy scenario of conflict over water, interstate war is very unlikely. History bears this out: no modern nations have gone to war  specifically over water.  The last “real” water war of which there is any evidence was between the Sumerian city-states of Lagash and Umma in 2500 B.C.E.,  some 4,500 years ago.  Instead of war, water fuels greater interdependence. By coming together to jointly manage shared water resources,  countries build trust and prevent conflict.  The historical record proves that International  water  
disputes do get resolved, even among enemies, and even as conflicts erupt over other issues. Water wars in the Nile over GERD, despite the blatant wishes of Al Mariam, are not to happen. Sorry, Al!  Al, take this: provided we use it responsibly and cooperatively there will be sufficient water in the Eastern Nile for all four countries. Even the world’s most vociferous enemies have negotiated water agreements and created institutions that have proven resilient, even when relations are otherwise strained (e.g. India-Pakistan; Palestine-Israel). Water extinguishes fire, not fuel it. Al wants it to be otherwise.  Nile Basin shall not be the first basin where “water wars” are fought.  In the Nile,  as  elsewhere, there are certain givens. Even if war breaks out, warring parties will retain their original geographic  positions  –  upstream  will  remain  upstream;  downstream  will  remain  downstream. Conflict will not change the course of the river either. Rivers will keep on flowing from upstream to  downstream.  But  when  conflicts  are  over,  the  unity,  and  interdependencies  that  exist  among riparian states will go forever.

II. Al Mariam’s Advice to Egypt [disguised as “Strategic Analysis”]Al Mariam does not deserve to be quoted at length. But it is entertaining to see into the working of a  pathetic mind. Let me extract directly from Al Mariam’s “Analysis”. Actually it is the fantasy of a psychopath. The statements speak for themselves. I have enumerated below selected phrases from his text. Any reader, any fair reader, not necessarily Ethiopian or of Ethiopian origin, will, without  much belaboring, reach the conclusion that the writer is a psychopath, pure and simple! I have put  in bold the revealing words and phrases for emphasis. Once again, I urge readers, to examine his entire piece. 
1. I believe El-Sisi will try to reason with the T-TPLF leaders to come up with a fair resolution to the problems … . . I also believe El-Sisi’s diplomatic efforts with the T-TPLF will fail totally and 

completely,  not for lack of trying or good faith on El-Sisi’s part , but because of the ignorant arrogance of the T-TPLF leaders. 
2. I believe that if push comes to shove and there is any depletion in Nile water flow to Egypt,  El-

Sisi will have no option but to resort to military means  . . .    to ensure the so-called Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam will not harm or threaten to harm existing Egyptian farmlands , hydroelectric power production and reclamation of land for future farming purposes to feed the 
rising Egyptian population 
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3. In my analysis,  there is no question that El-Sisi and  his military chiefs have come to their 
irreversible conclusion that  the  so-called  Grand  Ethiopian  Renaissance  Dam is  a  total  and complete  existential threat to Egypt and that the only solution to deal with the  threat is a 
military one. 

4. Since the onset of the Arab Spring in early 2011, the T-TPLF has sought to capitalize on Egypt’s political  instability,  fragility and regime change.  The T-TPLF leaders thought they could  take 
advantage of Egypt’s internal problems to forge ahead with their construction and diversion of water from the Nile without much Egyptian pushback 

5. The “Ethiopian brothers” are not dumb enough to present Egypt with an existential threat by 
damming the Nile because “they want to live as Egyptians want to live”.

6. I believe the strategic intention of the Egyptians is to go to war over the so-called Grand Renaissance Dam only as a last resort. They believe they have the military capability now 
or could easily obtain it in the future to neutralize any threat from the Dam. 

7. I believe El-Sisi will undertake efforts to delay construction of the Dam by requiring the completion of an endless series of technical studies and analysis. . . .., through delays and other means, El-Sisi will aim to incur massive cost overruns in the construction of the Dam, eventually making it financially impractical to build and maintain . . .I believe El-Sisi will insist on the longest possible time to fill the reservoir if the Dam is ever completed and thereby delaying power production while increasing the operating cost for the T-TPLF 
8. The super-secretive T-TPLF has not published its plans for the initial reservoir filling to meet its power production targets. Regardless, initial reservoir filling and evaporation after the reservoir is said to result in significant reduction of water flow to Egypt 

9.  The reservoir filling period is likely to be a high-magnitude flash point between Ethiopia and Egypt . . .., if the Dam is ever completed, El-Sisi will undertake efforts to limit its financial 
viability by denying it a market 

10. The tragic irony is that in the current dispute between the T-TPLF and Egypt over the Dam, there is absolutely no trust. There is no evidence to support the view that the three neighboring 
countries will ever collaborate as development partners to build a reliable 

11. According to the United Nations, “Egypt is already below the United Nations’ water poverty 
threshold, and by 2025 the UN predicts it will be approaching a state of “absolute water 
crisis”. Simply stated, Egypt could run out of water by 2025! Any reduction in Nile water flow 
will be catastrophic on Egypt

12.  Today’s rumors of war on the Nile will prove to be water wars on the Nile tomorrow. I believe that is foreordained and inevitable so long as the T-TPLF is determined to deprive Egypt 
significant water flow from the Nile despite protestations to the contrary. …The Egyptians have long said water is a matter of life and death for them. By 2025, it will literally be a matter of life and death for them. 

13. Reduce Egypt’s water by 25 percent and El –Sisi will send his jets to “bomb the dam” or “. . . in my view, the construction of the Dam for the Egyptians is, under no circumstances, a matter of 
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negotiation, dialogue, mediation, arbitration, etc. for Egypt. Think about it. How can Egypt 
negotiate on a “matter of life and death”? 

14. I am not sure Egypt, as Meles must have anticipated, has a land invasion plan for Ethiopia if the Dam is completed. I would venture to guess that El-Sisi would opt for surgical air strikes and 
covert commando operations. 15. I am not against the construction of dams in principle. But I proudly wear the tag “Tree Hugger.” I wholeheartedly believe in environmental protection and conservation anywhere in the world

16. I am not sure that those who are incapable of running Gilgel Gibe III could manage a dam that is going to be the largest in Africa. ….I believe the Dam will be a flashpoint for water wars 
between Ethiopia and Egypt . . . . 

III. Concluding RemarksIt is very unfortunate when one is compelled to descend to the lowest levels of discourse simply because the other party fails to appreciate decorum, magnanimity and civility – and rather takes these as signs of weakness or acceptance of his spite.  Well, for once, let me speak your language,  Mr. Al Mariam! [In parenthesis, may I ask your Highness to tell me the origin of the “Al” in your name?  Is it Al as in 
Al  Gore,  or  Al  as  in Al  Ahram? Perhaps,  it  is  the  latter!  You know,  there  is  a  lot  in a name,  particularly when it comes to a person of confused identity like you who prides in quoting and  reciting Shakespeare ad nauseaum, while hardly making any reference to Tsegaye Gebremedhin and yet claims being more Ethiopian and more patriotic than any Ethiopian citizen who chooses to live, work and die in Ethiopia, no matter the difficulties. Sure, Mr. Al, I now need to question your  pedigree too.  On the basis of my reading of your intellectual dishonesty;  your lack of elemental decency; your lack of moral integrity and lack of shame – your social origin must be traceable either  to some kind of Traitor-Banda lineage, if not to some variant of immoral hustler type family that  lacks the  requisite finesse  to  cultivate  its  offspring  in proper  morals,  social  manners and basic human decency.]It must be evident by now that Al Mariam has lost his faculty of reasoning and thinking.  Here is apparently a political scientist who fails to make elementary distinction between his dislike for,  opposition to or disagreement with the ruling party, TPLF/EPRDF, the government of Ethiopia and the people of Ethiopia and the country, Ethiopia.  His calculus is this: the enemy of my enemy is my  friend.  Who is enemy? Who is friend? The answer, for Al, is not based on any moral or ethical principle, but on simple expediency!In order to demonize the TPLF/EPRDF, Al resorts to painting Egyptians in general and El Sisi in  particular as rational, fair and reasonable, who only will go to war against Ethiopia as a last resort,  when it is  “a matter of life and death” for his nation; who will go to war against Ethiopia because GERD  “is total and complete existential threat to Egypt”; because GERD will dam the Nile, posing existential threat to Egypt . . . blah , blah.  As I have shown earlier, GERD does not dam the Nile, that  is, does not stop the flow of the Nile, but regulates it – for the better. That is a huge distinction. For a 
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person like Al, who cares least whether truth is distorted or not as far as he achieves what he wants,  the distinction is irrelevant! When he needs, Al subscribes to all sorts of conspiracy theory, such as Ethiopia timing the launch of GERD to fit into the onset of the Egyptian Revolution of five years ago, and the ensuing distraction.  If that were the case Ethiopia must have clearly predicted the onset of the Egyptian revolution by a margin of two months. Remember, GERD Basic Design Report, which is the Contract Document, was signed in November 2010, two months before the Egyptian Revolution! So, according to Al, Ethiopia must have known precisely ahead when the Egyptian revolution is to erupt… so that it timed the dam on that  exact  prediction.  Thanks God,  Al,  you  did not  claim Ethiopia  caused the Egyptian revolution!Al has shown that he is very sympathetic to Egyptian water and food security concerns. That is his  right.  What is mind boggling is that this apparently person of  Ethiopian origin,  nowhere in the piece, not even in passing, refers to Ethiopia’s right to develop its water resources; nowhere does he refer to the recurrent drought Ethiopia is suffering from (including the current one); nowhere does he refer to its energy shortage; nowhere does he mention that Egyptians have 100% access to  electricity and potable water, while, by contrast, for example a rural Ethiopian woman has to travel  5, 10, 15 kilometers on foot to fetch a gallon or two of water! How far can one stoop? Finally, having done his “strategic analysis”, Al recommends Egypt a menu of choices regarding GERD: air raid and bombing; special commando sabotage; making GERD, if it withstands the attacks and survives, financially and economically non viable by making it incur cost over runs; denying power market, etc.  I do not need to go on commenting on the rubbish he has spewed.  I leave it to  the reader. Oh, Al [Al as in Al Ahram], if only you would think of how even the Egyptians would despise you!  Al is 99% political and less than 1%, minimally scientist.  After all, the hallmark of a good scientist is  to separate his emotions and facets of his affects from his thinking in order to maintain objectivity and fidelity to the truth and truth seeking.  He is a political person indeed, but a very stupid one,  with little or no life experience about the art of politics. He cannot distinguish politics, as he teaches it in class, from politics as practiced in the real world.  Here is an amoral person, a self-deluded, so –called human rights advocate who wishes his country  of origin massive war by its neighbors – and suffer all the evil consequences of war!  Here is a flip-flopping  liar, who at one time claims he went into politics after the 2005 Ethiopian  elections and its aftermath, and then reverses himself, when caught, and makes a roundabout, and  says “no, I was involved in politics  before 2005 – the first claim was by error”. Here is a coward, a militant from afar, without the slightest civic and moral courage (not to speak of  physical courage), to attempt to imagine the consequences of his war mongering and war-advising to Egypt, which he dishes out from a safe distance in California.   Hey, Al, when the war you so much  fantasize about breaks out, I expect you to come along with the invading Egyptians as foot soldier!
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The proverbial  donkey has found its counterpart in Al Mariam who wishes Ethiopia to burn in hellfire as long as he is not ruling over it. As it were, Al would have learned from the likes of such decent people like Prof. Seid, Prof Mamo Muchie,  Dr.  Aklog  Birara,  etc.  about  how  to  reconcile  –  in  a  principled  manner  –  serious disagreements with and even vehement opposition to EPRDF policies with the obligation to love and show concern for the long-term interest of Ethiopia and its people. Alas, Al, a psychopath as he  is, is driven by destructive gutter impulses, not by the urge to be fair and truthful and honest.Al [Al as in Al Ahram] does not deserve the paper and ink,  let alone my time. But then, unless  someone exposes him to show the stench underneath his glossy pomp and pretenses, he cannot refrain from spewing poison. I know it is not high principles that matter most to Al, but his fragile  ego.  One needs to puncture the hot air balloon, the vanity and inflated ego of this sick man.
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